The Enchanted Forest
By: June W
Hi, I'm June. Do you believe in transporting books? My friends and I do! Here's why. We were joyfully talking on a city bench when I opened my book and immediately we disappeared out of thin air!
We were falling and falling through a mysterious colorful portal. At last, we came to a stop. This place didn’t look like anything we had seen before! The air was scented of sweet raspberries. The leaves were orange, yellow, blue, and red. We were filled with curiosity. “What is this place?” we said in amazement.
Then we saw a shimmery blue-green lagoon! Seaweed, starfish, barnacles, and seashells filled the area. Something caught our eye, mysterious creatures with fishlike tails and human tops. Mermaids! We asked where we were. A blue haired, blacked tailed mermaid answered, "Why, this is the enchanted forest!"
We had at last left the lagoon headed down another trail and stopped in our tracks. There were huge lizard-like creatures with wings! There standing in front of us were fierce green dragons! We screamed! They roared louder than any noise I had ever heard!
We ran for our lives with fireflies lighting the air. We ran into a horse-like creature with one horn who smelled like brownies! It was a unicorn! It shot a magnificent rainbow with cotton candy clouds. We knew we were safe. Suddenly it aimed its horn at us and shot cotton candy into our hands. We said thanks! The unicorn snorted, “you’re welcome”.
Next, we went down a dimly lit trail that led to a cave. We fearfully entered and saw peculiar crystals everywhere. We kept following the light and saw it was no light at all, but a golden waterfall! The waterfall was so bright that it was blinding our eyes!
We did not know what to do, so we knelt by the waterfall wishing with all our hearts to go home. Suddenly, we felt ourselves being lifted up through the mysterious portal and found ourselves back on the bench: the book lying innocently on the ground. We all agreed we should keep the book!